SurveyCompare Canada Welcomes
New Users
March 5, 2013
TORONTO, ON, CANADA
(RPRN) 03/05/13 — Leading
online paid survey provider,
SurveyCompare, are currently
looking for new members to join
their team of panelists in providing
valuable market research data for
Canada's service providers,
manufacturers and industry
decision makers.
Responding to the global need for the opinions and impressions of the
regular consumer and the man and woman in the street, SurveyCompare
Canada seeks to link members of their dedicated survey taking community
with some of the country's most respected market research firms who
represent leading Canadian businesses and organizations. The data
collected provides a valuable contribution in shaping the future products and
services which we will all be using in the weeks and months to come.
The role offers an excellent opportunity for students, active seniors, full time
stay at home parents and job seekers to supplement their household income
at a time convenient to them. Survey participation invitations are emailed
directly to the member's inbox and they can complete as many, or as few, as
they wish. Registration is simple and totally free of charge - unlike many of
their competitors, SurveyCompare asks for no cash fee to join their
community. On the successful completion of each survey, the participant will

be rewarded with either a cash payment of up to 5 Canadian dollars, gift
certificates for well known High Street or online stores, free products or
entries to high cash prize draws.
SurveyCompare prides itself on being 100% trustworthy and providing
legitimate survey opportunities from high quality market research providers.
Their web site displays the details of their North London Head Office in the
UK and an office hours telephone number for those requiring more
immediate contact. Cash payments are made through online banking system,
PayPal, allowing panelists access to free electronic banking and the safe
transfer of funds.
In addition to providing paid survey opportunities, SurveyCompare have their
own blog which features posts and articles covering a wide range of home
working related topics to provide their members and site visitors with access
to invaluable advice and useful tips on how to start utilizing available
resources to deliver an extra source of income. Blogs featured for this month
include Money Saving Tips for March, Jobs and Tips for Stay at Home Moms
and Creating a Long Term Savings Plan while Freelancing.
The income earning potential application under discussion for March 2013 is
Mystery Shopping. Guest writers have contributed a range of articles on the
subject, examining different aspects of the job. These include; How to
become a Mystery Shopper in Canada and Secret Shopper Jobs and Work
Opportunities.
It is thanks to this wide ranging approach that SurveyCompare has become
such a well respected, globally recognised provider of home working
opportunities. Unlike most sites who limit their services to delivering only
paid surveys and 'get rich quick' schemes, the diverse range of jobs
highlighted by the SurveyCompare team offer panel members and site users
the ability to access legitimate earning opportunities with excellent potential.
Despite the fact that we started the new year on an optimistic note with

Canadian unemployment rates at a four year low, many of the country's
leading economists have predicted that the worst is yet to come and that we
will, at some point in 2013, slip back into recession. With most families
uneasy about the economic challenges still ahead, the opportunity offered by
SurveysurCompare to supplement the household income offers welcome
respite.
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